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Protestant and •Catholic, old inhabitants of the island
and middle nation, persist or no, the Irish people in
the Free State will no longer consist of superimposed
strata, with the mere Irish for the under layer,
In Northern Ireland, however, that state of affairs
exists ; Catholics there have no better a position than
they had in Dublin before the emancipation. Whether
in town or country they scarcely exist in the upper
classes of society, and they have not succeeded in
establishing themselves as manufacturers, nor do they
own any of the larger wholesale or retail businesses,
except in the retail liquor trade. This has often been
attributed by Nationalists to the effect of a Protestant
combination : but it is a fact that throughout Ireland
nearly all manufactures and most of the leading shops
are in Protestant hands. This indication of superior
business efficiency is largely responsible for the belief
which Northern Protestants entertain of the Catholic
Irishman's racial inferiority. They naturally enough
do not enquire whether centuries in which the pre-
ponderance of power and property were vested in
Protestants, and vested there by force of British
arms, may not have contributed to the result. But
the fact is that Protestant Ulstermen justify Protestant
ascendancy by a belief in the inherent personal
superiority of Protestants to Catholics all the world
over, and especially in Ireland.
Apart from this, Northern society is not aristocratic ;
it is more democratic than any other society in Ireland,
in the sense that it attaches less prestige to birth and
upbringing. It contains cultured and able men, but
it affects a contempt for culture and values ability
by strictly materialistic standards. Its arrogance is
unattractive, but has a considerable justification in
the efficiency displayed, recently in its beginnings of
self-government, before that, in its conduct of civic
affairs in Belfast; but chiefly in the building up of
two great industries, by which Belfast exists. .
Social life in Northern Ireland in so far as it differs

